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Henrik Dahlin new CEO of Green Cargo

Henrik Dahlin will be the new CEO of Green Cargo AB. Henrik comes most
recently from MTR Nordic Group where he is currently CEO. Henrik will take
up his position at Green Cargo no later than 16 September.

"I am very pleased that we have succeeded in recruiting Henrik Dahlin to
Green Cargo. Henrik has a long experience of the transport and logistics
industry as well as of passenger transport by rail. He has a well-known ability
to deliver results and is respected throughout the railway industry," says
Green Cargo's Chairman of the Board, Andreas Regnell.



Henrik Dahlin's most important task will be to, together with management
and employees at Green Cargo, continue the journey towards long-term
profitability through a focus on punctuality, quality and efficiency.

" Henrik's leadership skills and logistics experience will be a great asset in
the work of providing our customers with the best possible logistics
solutions," says Andreas Regnell.

Around the clock, our freight trains transport both raw materials and
processed products to industries in different parts of Scandinavia and to the
continent. In many cases, the end products also take the train to consumers
in a sustainable logistics system that lays the foundation for Sweden's
prosperity and consumption.

"Green Cargo is important for the Scandinavian business community both
today and in a future when more and more industries are switching to fossil-
free value chains. I am proud and happy to be entrusted with leading Green
Cargo and look forward to meeting the employees and taking part in all the
knowledge that exists within the company, says Green Cargo's new CEO
Henrik Dahlin.

Since 2013, Henrik Dahlin has held several different roles within the MTR
Group, of which the last two years with overall responsibility for all of MTR's
operations in Sweden. Prior to that, Henrik worked at DHL Freight as Director
of Field sales & Tele sales.

Green Cargo is a sustainable logistics partner and crucial for Scandinavia's trade
and industry. Electric trains make up over 95 percent of our ton kilometrage,
meaning the climate impact is next to zero. Every 24 hours, some 400 freight
trains depart, replacing around 8,500 truckloads on the road network. We serve
close to 300 locations in Sweden, Norway and Denmark through our network, and
with our partners we reach all of Europe. Green Cargo is owned by the Swedish
State. We transport 21 million tonnes of freight, have 1,800 employees and
annual sales of about SEK 4 billion (2020).
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